A quantitative evaluation of abdominal aorta aneurysm by CT images.
An abdominal aorta aneurysm (AAA) is a disease that aortic vessel inflates abnormally. The aorta blows up continuously, which may lead to the rupture of the aorta. The mortality of rupturing the aorta is between 75 and 90% to properly treat this disease, we need to accurate measure about variation of AAA size. our team performed that AAA is reconstructed as three dimensional (3D) images by computer tomography (CT), and analyzed the elements of inflation through a geometric parameter measurement . Subjects (seven males) who undergo an AAA are enrolled for the analysis. The authors used CT images as a primary source, and obtained secondary CT images 12 months later. By means of these data, the authors constructed 3D images of AAA and performed examinations using a geometric analysis that calculates geometric parameter such as the tortuosity, diameter, saccular and so on based on volume, area of the segmented region of the CT slices that is set up by the centroids and 8 points around it. The result of the severity biomechanical factor shows increased AAA tortuosity ratio (4.9%), AAA diameter expansion ratio [cm/year] (6.8%), AAA total diameter ratio (4.7%), AAA saccular ratio (2.4%) than 12-month before. Through these results, We can plan to endovascular repair surgery to undergoing AAA patients and possible diagnosis estimation of AAA.